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OneShot is a surreal top down Puzzle/Adventure game with
unique gameplay capabilities. You are to guide a child through
a mysterious world on a mission to restore its long-dead sun.
A surreal puzzle adventure game with unique mechanics /
capabilities.
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OneShot (video game) - Wikipedia
OneShot is a puzzle and adventure indie game developed by
Little Cat Feet and published by Degica. Based on a free
version, it was released for Steam.

OneShot is an RPG Maker Puzzle/Adventure game with a visual
style is very reminiscent of Cave Story where you, as the
player, must guide a lost child .

A term used in fanfictions to say that there will only be one
body of text. (One chapter).
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Going to bed closes the game automatically, and upon opening
the game, you are greeted by a dream sequence that entails how
Niko used to live before being mysteriously brought One Shot
this world. Combined with Arc Words. Solstice to the rest of
the game.
Severalcharactersappeartodie,youseetheworldslowlydeterioratingand
The original version. Not only is there no sun, but strange,
dangerous glitchy squares have started appearing, and
apparently have appeared before the sun went .
BoththeplayerandNiko'sintendedeventualgoalistocarrythesunthrought
Learn One Shot and when to remove this template message. The
full OST for the game including some bonus tracks that didn't
make it into the game can be found at Night's Bandcamp .
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